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interdependencies and that cannot be easily modeled by
traditional scientific approaches [3]. Sustainability research and
practice makes extensive use of modeling tools and quantitative
techniques such as life cycle assessment (LCA) [4] that may
seem less normative, but that embed also political ideological
and ethical values [5].
ICT for sustainability (ICT4S) is a growing research area
exploring the use of information technologies with a
sustainability purpose [6]. Most ICT4S research has focused
either on understanding the negative direct impacts of hardware
such as energy use of internet [7,8,9] and the generation of ewaste [10], or on the applications of using the technologies
with a sustainability purpose, such as increasing the efficiency
of systems and increasing dematerialization [11] or triggering
behavioral change [12]. Computer technologies are treated
either as a system to be understood, or as tools that can be used
for some purpose. This paper argues that this focus on
computers as tools, without reflecting upon the bias coming
from their cultural context and history, creates problems and
blindspots that are worth bringing attention to. First the paper
presents the focus on quantitative data, central to the
affordances provided by computer technologies, as a key
component of ICT4S. Second, it discusses new characteristics
and approaches that ICT is adding to how we work with
sustainability work. Based on these, this paper explores some
of the risks and blindspots of the focus on metrics and
quantitative data in the context of a wicked normative problem
such as sustainability. Finally, some proposals for contributions
and further research in this topic are proposed.

Abstract— Sustainability is a normative concept, building on
ideas such as justice, equity and responsibility, and based on
human culture and society. Computers, internet, and the
technologies that are central in our network society embed also
normative values and are part of a cultural context. But the work
looking at computer technologies and sustainability has been
mostly oriented towards either calculating the impact of
technology or using technology as a tool for solving practical
problems. ICT is seen as a neutral system to be used or study,
while the more normative aspects are mostly overlooked. This
paper explores some of the problems arising from these
overlooked normative values, such as focusing only on
quantifiable problems while forgetting other aspects that may be
as important but not easy to put in numbers, or trusting too
much in numbers while hiding assumption and model choices.
This paper suggests that more critical reflection on these
questions is needed in the research area, as well as developing
more connections with existing research on these topics in more
traditional disciplines.
Index Terms—ICT4S, data, risks, sustainability, uncertainties,
rebound effects.

I. INTRODUCTION
Sustainability is a normative concept, building on ideas
such as justice, equity and responsibility, and based on human
culture and society. The most cited definition comes from the
Brundtland's report for the UN World Commission on
Environment and Development: “development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their needs” [1]. The key point in this
definition is bringing together environmental and humanitarian
concerns under the concept of equity (between and within
generations). It includes the concept of needs and human
wellbeing, in particular focusing on the world's poor, and the
idea of limits on the environment ability to meet these needs. It
frames the environmental problems not as something external
to human society, but as a basis for our future. It includes the
realization that the social and economic systems are not
independent of the environment, but embedded in it, and that
these systems have to take into account that we live on a
limited planet. Sustainability is different than most other topics
in science and engineering and can be defined as a “wicked
problem” [2]. Wicked problems are problems that contain
paradoxes, conflicts, changing requirement, complex
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II. IT’S ALL ABOUT THE DATA
It can be argued that the applications and research in the
area of ICT for Sustainability are for the most part based on the
creation, processing and communication of quantitative
sustainability data [13]. This is not unexpected, as logic and
arithmetic calculations are historically main tasks computers
were created for. This text presents efficiency and behavioral
change as two main topics of ICT4S that represent this focus
on quantitative data. Efficiency is one of the key concepts that
are heavily mentioned in the literature of ICT for Sustainability
[14]. Reports such as Smart2020 [11], and Greener and Smarter
[15], point out efficiency as the most important contribution
that ICT can make to sustainability, and even as a central part
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in achieving a more sustainable society in general. In the
context of ICT4S, efficiency usually means the use of ICT for
optimizing a system or a process with a sustainability purpose,
for instance reducing the amount of energy and materials
required for delivering a service or the greenhouse gases
produced when creating a product. ICT has always been used
to increase efficiency, specially time-efficiency, accelerating
existing processes [16]. This acceleration is the defining
characteristic of the impact of ICT in society, and as Castells
[17] argues, one of the pillars of the information society. The
current discourse in ICT4S uses the terms smart or smarter,
arguing that by measuring and controlling parameters, ICT can
tune and automate existing systems, reducing emissions and
resource consumption while maintaining or increasing utility.
Examples of this include the topics of smart cities, smart grids,
smart appliances, intelligent transport systems and smart
logistics. Smart grid is representative for how ICT is being
applied for sustainability related efficiency. Information
technologies are used to improve the actual electricity grid
system, for instance routing power more efficiently, reducing
the need for excess capacity and allowing two-way real time
information exchange between producers and customers for
real time demand side management. Smart grid has been
suggested as the single most important application of ICT for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions [11]. Intelligent transport
systems (ITS) is also a very active research area where the
optimization potential of ICT is being explored, including the
optimization of storage and transportation of goods [11]. ICT
applications that are suggested to increase efficiency include
inventory reduction, eco-driving, route optimization and
intermodal shifts. A particular example is the computer models
used by Japan National Institute of Informatics for calculating
the best possible delivery route between different stores and
providers, creating both economical and environmental savings
[18]. Efficiency measures are also being applied to other fields,
such as agriculture. For instance ICT based smart irrigation
systems to reduce water usage and carbon emissions by
context-aware watering schedules, using weather data and/or
soil moisture and evapotranspiration sensing [19].
Another central theme of ICT for sustainability is the use of
technology for supporting or triggering behavioral change
towards sustainability. This includes research on eco-feedback,
persuasive technologies, ambient awareness and pervasive and
participatory sensing. This kind of research is most prominent
in the area of Sustainable HCI. Di Salvo et al [12] in their
survey of the research area found that 70% of the publication
corpus on sustainable HCI was on persuasive and ambient
awareness. A main concept in research about behavioral
change is using technology for “making the invisible visible”.
Information technology is used to visualize and communicate
data that is relevant for sustainability such as energy use, water
use or carbon dioxide emissions [20]. This is seen as a
precondition for acting and increasing sustainability: if it's
visible, it's actionable and then it can be made sustainable [21].
Some examples of applications and research looking at these
topics include: research on energy meters for visualizing
energy consumption at home; the use of competition and other

persuasive techniques for reducing energy consumption;
projects making energy visible, such as transparent screens
showing a metaphorical tree representing energy consumption,
power cords that make electricity consumption visible, and
lamps that reward low energy use [22,23]; visualization of
water usage at home using a LED lights display in the shower
[24]; visualization of carbon dioxide impact in the supply chain
of products [25].
Many efficiency and behavioral change applications are
based on the gathering, processing and visualization of metrics.
Efficiency and smart solutions use ICT for gathering
information, processing it and analyzing more optimal
solutions, automating processes based on the data, and getting
feedback from the changes. Behavioral change applications are
in many cases (not all) based on providing quantitative
feedback (either directly or in some persuasive way such as in
games) to the users to help them make better decisions and
increase their awareness about the impact of their actions.
Using ICT for efficiency and behavioral change provides
opportunities and solutions that can have a positive impact in
sustainability. It could even be said that they are necessary. It is
difficult to change something if there is no feedback of the
starting state and of how the actions performed affect it. But the
implicit emphasis on “what can be measured” creates problems
and blindspots that are worth discussing, both for minimizing
the risks and for opening up new opportunities that may be
hidden.
III. NEW DATA APPROACHES
The use of new information technologies in quantitative data
also adds special characteristics that differ from the way
“traditional” methods in sustainability information, in
practices such as LCA and environmental impact analysis.
These characteristics show how the application of new
technologies and approaches from ICT can transform (and is
already transforming) how data is created, shared and
visualized in sustainability practice [13,26,27]:
A. Bottom up automatic data
The use of new technologies such as pervasive sensing,
machine-readable data, and open licenses, together with new
approaches such as crowdsourcing and mashups, are changing
how data is created and collected. These approaches can
change how sustainability data is created, from a mostly
manual way to a more automated and bottom-up approach,
where bigger amounts of data can be processed in a more
programmatic style. With the exponential increase on the
world's capacity to store, communicate and compute
information and the increase of data availability connected to
the physical world, the same approach could be applied to
other products and services.
Crowdsourcing is also relevant in this context, as it changes
the way data can be collected to a more social bottom-up
approach. Relevant examples using crowdsourcing in a
sustainability context include the gathering of weather data
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[28], the track of deforestation using satellite pictures1, or
information about supply chains [25]. Pervasive sensing is
another technology that can enable the automatic gathering of
data. Examples of sustainability-oriented projects exploring
this are: PEIR, an application from CENS at UCLA that tracks
the user's location and movements using GPS and calculates
the CO2 impact and the exposure to air pollution [29], and Air
Quality Egg2, an open source crowdfunded sensor that can
track NO2 and CO concentrations as indicators of air pollution.

explore future scenarios, or use representations for better
communication of quantitative information.
E. User-driven innovation
The affordances of information technologies are broadening
innovation [33], and innovation is now driven not only by
professionals, but also by end users and amateurs. In the case
of sustainability practice, the increasing availability of data in
open and machine-readable formats makes it possible to
visualize, transform, and remix different datasets, and to
generate new innovative usages outside the sustainability
practice community [34]. Another key difference of this
democratization of innovation is the openness of the process,
as user innovations are usually freely revealed [33], which
makes them easier to spread and to be adopted and adapted.

B. Real time and dynamic feedback
Other important characteristic is the use of real time and
dynamic feedback that is up to date with the latest data
available. This is in contrast with existing sustainability
approaches, such as LCA, where environmental information is
mainly collected either in a static, retroactive process or in a
prognosis, scenario based approach. Smart energy meters, that
allow real time feedback of electricity consumption, are a
representative example of this shift towards real time, and they
are one of the key technologies used in many ICT4S
behavioral change applications such as in ambient awareness
projects [20,30]. This acceleration of time is one of the main
characteristics of ICT and its impact in society [17].

IV. DATA BLINDNESS
The focus on quantitative data together with the
transformative ways of working with data using new
information technologies create new risks and challenges,
which I group as “data blindness”, or the risk of trusting only
or too much in data.
A. Trusting only on data
While we have this focus on quantitative data, we have to
remember that sustainability is a “wicked problem”, not easily
reduced to numbers and explicitly normative. One side of this
problem is that a data-driven approach focuses de-facto on
parts of sustainability that are possible or easy to quantify,
while other areas that are more challenging to put numbers on
are neglected. This can be seen in the focus on energy and CO2
emissions in many studies, for instance in the majority of life
cycle assessments of ICT [7,35], while other problems such as
toxicity do not get the same attention. This can also be argued
in the case of behavioral change interventions, the focus on
what can be measured means that there is an overrepresentation
of projects working for instance with electricity consumption,
while other areas that may be bigger but difficult to calculate,
such as the impact of the production of consumer goods, are
not being explored.
The focus on quantitative data and real-time information
can create also a kind of time-shortsightedness. The
quantitative nature of the data makes it difficult to look at longterm developments concerning the future, as there is no
measured data for it. Höjer et al. [36] argue that this is a
common problem for environmental system analysis tools, and
that there is a need for more prospective thinking and
integrating with future studies. The real-time focus of ICT can
accentuate this problem, as data becomes more immediate and
there is less room for reflection than in traditional
environmental system analysis tools.
Brynjarsdóttir et al. [37] discuss some of these problems in
the context of sustainable HCI, connecting them to the culture
of modernism, which “trust that formal, rational methods
capture essentially everything that matters about a given
situation”. They argue that this axiom of modernism is central
to many of the persuasion and behavior change projects in
sustainable HCI, and that it narrows the view of sustainability

C. Transparency and openness
Much of the existing sustainability data is published in
commercial databases or expensive journal articles where the
public does not have access to it, and/or written in paper or in
a text document where a computer service cannot access it.
Applying open licenses and machine-readable formats to
sustainability data can make the information more accessible
to the general public, and the machine-readability makes
possible to easily reuse existing data fostering new
innovations. There are initiatives working in this direction.
Examples include Earthster3, an upcoming LCA tool with
focus on open source and visualization, AMEE4 a UK
company that provide environmental data in a machinereadable API, ELCD5, a European LCA database that is
accessible for free in machine-readable XML format, and
OpenLCA, an open source LCA modeling software [31].
D. Dynamic visualization
New technologies are increasing the possibilities of making
the visualization more dynamic and interactive. Applications
such as Webenergy6, HelsinkiCO27, and Carbon.to [32],
explore this space, allowing users to interact with
environmental impact analysis, letting the users to change
parameters of the impact assessment and play with the results,
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http://forestwatchers.net/
http://airqualityegg.com/
http://www.earthster.org/
https://www.amee.com/pages/api
http://lca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/lcainfohub/html/datasetsLicense.html
http://sympact.cs.bris.ac.uk/webenergy/main/start
http://helsinkico2.com
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assuming that the users are individuals maximizing utility
based on information. They suggest that there should be a shift
to more reflection instead of prescription, and to a focus on
social and cultural practices instead of on individuals.

reducing input. These rebound effects can be created by the
choice of what is measured, in the case of efficiency it is
usually the ratio not the total amount. A rebound effect is the
lost gains in efficiency of technological progress due to that
cost reduction leads to increased consumption of the same
service, and/or increase in other spending due to higher income
and systemic macro-economic effects [44]. This is not
exclusive to ICT, but endemic to efficiency. A classical
example is provided by Allenby [45], where he shows how cars
have increased in fuel efficiency, but the total impact of cars
have grown as cars are bigger and faster, there are many more
cars and we drive them more. Hilty argues that using ICT for
efficiency measures is not an enough precondition for saving
resources, but that sufficiency measures, focusing on the total
amount that is needed instead of on the efficiency ratio [46],
and restricting input and output are needed in order to avoid
these unwanted rebound effects [45].

B. Trusting too much on data
Another problem of the focus on quantifiable data is how to
deal with uncertainty and assumptions. Data such as
environmental impact analysis or carbon footprints include
many assumptions and modeled data, it has uncertainties and it
may not be relevant for the specific case at hand. This is
challenging to present and the quantitative data may lead to a
false sense of exactness, as it is argued by Koomey et al
[38]. These uncertainties are not a specific problem of ICT4S,
but a general problem in environmental system analysis such as
LCAs, related to poor data quality, use of aggregated data and
wrong assumptions [39]. The assumptions in the model can
also be influenced by the creators’ values, while these choices
remain mostly invisible to the users of the model. A classical
example used is how the game SimCity simulates taxes so lowtaxes systems work better than more welfare oriented, thus
communicating these values to the game users as they learn by
simulation [40]. This blindness to the shortcoming of modeling
tools is connected to the modernity values of calculability and
predictability, the belief that everything can be numerically
computed and that we can know beforehand the outcome of
actions [41], in contrast with the wicked nature of
sustainability,
which
includes
paradoxes,
complex
interdependencies and changing requirements.
The problem with uncertainties and model assumption is
accentuated when using computer technologies that use
automatic calculation, crowdsourcing, or mashup and lack the
textual space for analysis and discussion available in LCAs
published as scientific articles. This produces new challenges
that will need to be explored on how to work, calculate and
communicate the uncertainties in the results. An example can
be seen in Greenalytics, a web application that uses machinereadable data and APIs to calculate dynamically the carbon
footprint of websites using a mashup approach [42]. It provides
at first sight a very accurate result in kilograms or tons of CO2
with decimal points. It includes a disclaimer, explaining the
uncertainties and how the result is not an accurate value but a
best approximation based on the existing data. The details of
how the numbers are calculated and the assumptions made are
also presented. But this result includes many uncertainties and
assumptions, and communicating these is a challenge [42].

V. REFLECTIONS
A focus of ICT4S research in quantitative data comes
naturally from the affordances provided by ICT and by the
implicit values of modernity. ICT have developed from
computing tools and have transformed the way we can manage
quantitative information, allowing the processing and storage
of amounts of data that were unthinkable before. The values of
modernity and informationalism focus also on the use models
and metrics as a way, or the way, of understanding and
controlling systems and nature. The use of quantitative data in
ICT4S is a powerful tool, improving sustainability work by
making variable visible and creating feedback mechanisms,
and provides many opportunities for increasing efficiency of
systems, measuring change, providing feedback on behavioral
and policy changes, etc.
ICT can be used for sustainability practice, showing new
ways of how sustainability data and information can be created,
shared and visualized through the application of new
technologies and paradigms, such as APIs, open licenses,
crowdsourcing, pervasive sensors and mashups. These
technologies add new affordances and transform the way of
working with sustainability data:
• There is a focus on providing real time and dynamic
feedback instead of using past static data.
• The data is gathered in an automatic way from the
bottom up, instead than top-down approaches, using
sensors, mashups and crowdsourcing.
• There is a focus on transparency and openness.
• Data is visualized dynamically and interactively.
• The innovation model is more open and broadened
outside the sustainability field.
The mostly implicit focus in quantitative data in ICT4S,
together with these new ways this data is created and
communicated create risks and missed opportunities that need
to be explored, what I call data blindness. This can mean that
we trust only in data, focusing on problems and areas that are
possible to model, while leaving aside other aspects that are
difficult or impossible to quantify, and that we trust too much
in data, forgetting that behind models and calculations there are

C. Trusting in the wrong data
Another facet if the same problem is trusting in the wrong
data. Models are imperfect, and when an impact is measured
and optimized there might be rebound effects outside the
boundaries of the model. When increasing the efficiency of a
system, metrics are used to measure the efficiency, but this
means that it is only the measured metric that will be
optimized, even if the result for the end goal can be actually
negative. Hilty et al. [43] explores this problem with efficiency,
meaning that the efficiency gains of using ICT have been eaten
up by rebound effects resulting in increasing output, not in
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assumptions and uncertainties, or that we may be measuring
the wrong things. This does not mean to oppose to the use of
quantitative data in ICT4S, but it suggests that more critical
reflection on these questions is needed in the research area. I
will present some of the possible action points:
• Developing more connections with existing research
on these topics in more traditional disciplines. The
limitations and risks of quantitative data in
sustainability have been pointed out before in
sustainability research. Finnveden [47], for instance,
discusses the limitations in LCAs and other
environmental system analysis tools and how data
gaps, uncertainties in data and methodology, and the
values embedded, make LCAs limited to provide
prescription, for instance in deciding if a product is
better than another one. It is suggested that
environmental analysis can be a necessary and useful
input in decision making, but more as a tool for
learning, helping to identify critical points and in
general to increase the knowledge of the studied
systems. There is space for ICT4S research to expand
the connections with sustainability research from other
disciplines to gain insight about what it has been done
already regarding these risks.
• Distinguishing models as tools and models as goals:
When faced with uncertainties in modeling
sustainability, we can increase the quality of the
parameters, of the data collected, make it more real
time, but in the end we still have a model, or as
Borges wrote in on exactitude in Science, “becomes so
exact that only a map on the same scale as the empire
itself will suffice” [48]. I will argue that it is necessary
to remind us that models and metrics are useful tools
but in the end only proxies for working towards valuebased human-centered sustainability. In the case of
efficiency, a similar effect can be observed, where the
efficiency rate, from being a tool, becomes a goal in
itself. There is a risk for rebound effects where
efficiency (what is measured) improves, while the
total impact (the original goal) increases instead of
decrease.
• Increasing transparency: An area where ICT can
make a difference for mitigating data-blindness is
increasing the transparency and openness of
sustainability data and studies. Much of the existing
sustainability data is published in commercial
databases or expensive journal articles where the
public does not have access to it, and/or written in
paper or in a text document where a computer service
cannot access it. Applying open licenses to
sustainability data (and models) can make the
information more accessible, easier to replicate, and
make assumptions visible to examine.
• Exploring new qualitative areas and research
methods. A blindspot that is worth exploring are the
applications of ICT for areas of sustainability and
environmental impacts that are difficult to quantify

and have therefore been most forgotten in research.
This could include, as Brynjarsdottir et al [37]
suggest, a focus in reflection not in prescription, and a
shift from behaviors to practices, going beyond the
focus on individual actions and metrics towards more
holistic society practices. This type of more qualitative
research will create also methodological challenges
and call for more interdisciplinary collaborations in
ICT4S.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
“Grownups love numbers. When you tell them that you have
made a new friend, they never ask you any questions
about essential matters. They never say to you, "What
does his voice sound like? What games does he love best?
Does he collect butterflies?" Instead, they demand: "How
old is he? How many brothers does he have? How much
does he weigh? How much money does his father make?"
Only from these figures do they think they have learned
anything about him. […] But certainly, for us who
understand life, figures are a matter of indifference.”
– Le Petit Prince [49]
Empowering new ways of creating, processing and
communicating sustainability data is and will be a main topic
of ICT4S research, connected to some of the most explored
parts of the research field such as using technology for
increasing efficiency and for providing feedback and
facilitating behavior change. These are powerful ways in which
ICT can contribute to sustainability work. But there is a need
for more discussion and reflection on the values and
assumptions behind the focus on quantitative data, making it
more explicit instead than being tacit. If not, we risk the
presented problems of trusting only and/or too much in data or
focusing on the wrong data and hiding rebound effects. It is
especially important to identify and work with these specific
problems and risks when applying new ICT approaches that
transform how we work with data using mashup approaches,
sensors, real time data, etc. This paper tried to open a bit more
this discussion and proposes some action points, such as
increasing the connection to existing research on traditional
areas of sustainability research that have a longer tradition on
dealing with the limitation of quantitative data and models in
sustainability, to use the affordances of ICT to increase the
transparency of data and models, and to have a wider
perspective and explore possible blindspots of relevant topics
and research methods that we may be missing out on, and that
could enrich the ICT4S field.
VII. COPYRIGHT FORMS
Released in Creative Commons BY
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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